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DAY 5 / SESSION 1

All about anti money laundering: 
from EBA’s expectations to recent innovations
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The EBA’s priorities on AML/CFT in 2021

Dr Dirk Haubrich, Head of Conduct, Payments and Consumers, EBA

18 June 2021, Deloitte France conference



Outline of the presentation

 The creation of the EBA

 Legal instruments available to the EBA

 The EBA’s mandate in AML/CFT

 Overview of legal instruments in AML/CFT

 Focus on the revised GLs on AML/CFT risk factors

 Focus on the 2021 Opinion on ML/TF risks in the EU
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The creation of the EBA

 The EBA was established by an EU Regulation (EC)  of the European Parliament 
& EU Council;

 came into being on 1 January 2011;

 took on additional tasks, incl. consumer protection, financial innovation, 
payments, and AML/CFT

 is an independent authority;

 is accountable to the EU Parliament and EU Council; 

 has as its highest governing body the EBA Board of Supervisors, comprising the 
Heads of the 27 national supervisory authorities;

 moved from London to Paris in May 2019
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Legal instruments available to the EBA

 Technical standards

 Guidelines and recommendations

 Opinions / Technical Advice

 Warnings

 Temporary prohibitions

 Joint Positions

 Breach of Union law investigations

 Binding and non-binding mediation

The EBA has different types of legal instruments at its disposal that differ 
in terms of purpose, legal status, and possible addressees.
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‘The Authority shall, within its respective competences, contribute to […] preventing the use 
of the financial system for the purposes of ML/TF.’ (Article 1(5)(fb) of the EBA Regulation).

The EBA’s mandate on AML/CFT



Overview of EBA legal instruments in AML/CFT 
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POLICY OBJECTIVE: 

A PROPORTIONATE, RISK-BASED APPROACH THAT IS BASED ON COOPERATION AND INFORMATION-SHARING, AND THAT IS APPLIED EFFECTIVELY AND CONSISTENTLY BY FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND SUPERVISORS 
ACROSS THE EU.
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= instrument issued in 2021, and focus of this presentation



Focus: The revised ML/TF risk factors Guidelines

Firms should use these Guidelines to:

 Identify risk factors and assess ML/TF risk;

 Adjust the type and extent of their CDD measures in 

line with that risk; and

 Understand supervisory expectations.

Competent authorities should use these Guidelines to:

 Assess the adequacy of firms’ AML/CFT policies and 

procedures; and

 Inform the ML/TF risk assessment of their sector.
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The case for reviewing the Guidelines 

Updated version published in March 2021 in order to take into account:

• Directive EU (2018/843) ‘AMLD5’;

• New and emerging risks;

• Findings from the first round of the EBA’s implementation reviews;

• The outcomes of the European Commission’s Post Mortem report
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Structure: General and sector specific Guidelines

 These revised GLS still comes in two parts: 

 The first part is general and applies to all firms, 

 The second one is sector specific and should be read in conjunction with the general part 

 In total 13 sector specific Guidelines about very different key financial sectors. 

 New sector specific guidelines in the revised GLS : crowdfunding platforms, corporate finance, 

payment initiation services providers (PISPs) and account information service providers (AISPs) 

and for firms providing activities of currency exchanges offices.
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A PROPORTIONATE, RISK-BASED AND EFFECTIVE AML/CFT REGIME

RISK 
FACTORS

RISK 
ASSESSMENTS

RISK-
SENSITIVE 

CDD

Key elements of the Guidelines



 Clear expectations of firms’ business-wide and individual ML/TF risk assessments;

 New guidance on EDD related to high-risk third countries;

 More details on terrorist financing risk factors;

 More details on CDD measures including on the identification of the beneficial owner, 
the use of innovative solution to identify and verify the customer’s identity;

 Reiteration of the fact that there is no requirement for firms to discontinues services to 
entire categories of customers that they associate with higher ML/TF risk (‘de-risking’).
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Main changes in the revised Guidelines



The Opinion:

 Identifies and assesses ML/TF risks affecting the EU 

financial sector;

 Proposes actions to competent authorities to mitigate 

these risks; and

 Informs the European Commission’s Supranational Risk 

Assessment.

Competent authorities should use the Opinion:

 To inform their risk assessment of the sectors they 

supervise.

Firms should use the Opinion:

 When carrying out their business-wide risk assessment.
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Focus: the 2021 Opinion of the EBA on ML/TF risks



 The Opinion addresses both risks that are sector-specific and risks that cut across sectors and
assessed the extent to which these risks have evolved over time.

 Some cross-cutting risks identified in the previous editions continue to be very relevant today
such as the risks associated with virtual currencies, or with innovative financial services.

 Other risks are included for the first time such as the differences in the treatment by competent
authorities of financial institutions’ involvement in facilitating or handling tax-related crimes
(‘cum-ex/cum-cum’).

 Continued trend of de-risking;

 Some ML/TF risks emerge from wider developments such as the COVID-19 pandemic that has an
impact on both firms’ AML/CFT compliance and competent authorities’ supervision.

 An interactive tool has been developed by the EBA to access in a user-friendly manner all ML/TF
risks covered in the Opinion. The interactive tool is available here.
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Content of the Opinion

https://tools.eba.europa.eu/interactive-tools/2021/powerbi/O_MLFT21.html


More information
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EBA landing page: https://eba.europa.eu/regulation-and-policy/anti-money-laundering-and-

countering-financing-terrorism

Subscribe to the Newsletter (link here)

https://eba.europa.eu/regulation-and-policy/anti-money-laundering-and-countering-financing-terrorism
https://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/eba/userprofile.cfm?profileAction=edit&user_id=0&service_id=1891&lang=default


EUROPEAN BANKING AUTHORITY

Tour Europlaza, 20 avenue André Prothin, CS 30154

92927 Paris La Défense CEDEX, FRANCE

Tel:  +33 1 86 52 70 00
E-mail: info@eba.europa.eu

https://eba.europa.eu/

EUROPEAN BANKING AUTHORITY

Tour Europlaza, 20 avenue André Prothin, CS 30154

92927 Paris La Défense CEDEX, FRANCE

Tel:  +33 1 86 52 70 00
E-mail: info@eba.europa.eu

https://eba.europa.eu/

EUROPEAN BANKING AUTHORITY

Tour Europlaza, 20 avenue André Prothin, CS 30154

92927 Paris La Défense CEDEX, FRANCE

Tel:  +33 1 86 52 70 00
E-mail: info@eba.europa.eu

https://eba.europa.eu/
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Financial Crime Monitoring 
The way forward
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Financial Crime costs and effect for the economy

$715bn - $1.87tn
Estimated to be laundered globally each year

(2-5% of GDP) according to United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime 1

$180bn
Spent by FSI entities globally to prevent criminal intrusion according to LexisNexis 

report2

<1% of illicit financial flows are intercepted according to Europol3

CxOs / Board

concerns

1. United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (“UNDOC”): https://www.unodc. org/unodc/en/money-laundering/globalization.html ; 
2. LexisNexis (March 2020) The True Cost of Financial Crime Compliance Report, p.8 ; 
3. Europol (2017) ‘From Suspicion to Action: Converting financial intelligence into greater operational impact’ p. 4
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Current & future Challenges

Financial Crime context

Take into account impact of 
COVID 19

New 
FinCrime 
Approaches 
Required

Global complexity

Pressure from civil 
society

Digital disruption

Cost pressure 

Rapidly evolving threats 
& risks

Regulatory pressure
How do we 

proactively and 

intelligently prevent 

financial crime?

How do we stay 

ahead and protect 

against new and 

evolving threats?

How do we best 

adopt tech-enabled 

approaches 

enterprise wide?

Secure & get the 
basics rights

Scale

Optimize

Typical Financial Crime Client Journey

• More mature institutions and jurisdictions are at an inflection point and require transformative FinCrime management 

approaches (moving from Secure and Resolve to more pro-active solutions)

• Demand is accelerating for next generation approaches relying on (i) data, (ii) tech solutions, (iii) innovation and (iv) 

optimization of the Target Operating Model

1

2

3
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Organizations' ability to respond dynamically and effectively faces a series of internal challenges.

What’s the challenge at entity level ?

Legacy environment Strategy Leadership Culture
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Financial institutions are challenging traditional systems and exploring new strategies for greater agility and relevance. 

Observed trends regarding tools & technologies

To meet rising expectations for AML/CFT monitoring systems
banks are putting in place new approaches centred around
data platforms with data science tools, case managers and
reporting/data visualization capabilities

The use of all available data (either internal or external) is at
the heart of this new approach.

Traditional 
market tools 
that have not 
shifted to a 
data-centric 

approach

WHAT'S HAPPENING?

Limited simulations and 
sandbox capabilities

Developments 
are Time-

consuming

Black box 
effect

Standard 
Financial Crime 

tools lack of 
flexibility Entities monitor their 

operations but do 
not feel "in control" 

of their system

Developments 
require a lot of 
coordination of 

actors across 
Compliance and IT 

functions

Reduced possibility 
for entities to 

customise their 
monitoring tools

Traditional / current monitoring tools Emerging strategy and target state

Centralized management 
of the tool but 

decentralized and not 
coordinated 

management of the data 

Data

Cyber AML

Fraud

Illustration

Cyber security & 

Financial Crime
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Advantages of innovative monitoring tools & technologies

Increased operational efficiency of AML/CFT alert
process through AI and Robotics bricks2

Scalable technical platform to respond to new risks3

Costs under control4Improved detection capacity1

Easier access to data for a better understanding of
operations

6

5 Agile architecture designed around data platform

Entities

PARENT COMPANY FOR = 
GROUP ENTITIES

Parent company

FOR THE GROUP

Parent 
company Entities

BETWEEN ENTITIES

Entities

AT THE ENTITY LEVEL

Entity

TO THE OUTSIDE WORLD

Parent company
Entities

A flexible and adaptable system to respond to various needs
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Convictions for a successful implementation 

Importance of technical architecture 
selection

Robust data governance is 
mandatory

Co-construction in the project’s 
phases and during the 
implementation of the new 
monitoring system

New roles and skills added to 
existing teams (Compliance & IT)
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Where to begin Financial Crime actions

Financial Crime

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Perform a rapid assessment of the current state and thematic issues

Identify all in-flight FC initiatives and kill / continue under single programme

Define a clear target state vision across governance, people, process, technology

Prioritise tactical issues for immediate resolution

Define a clear delivery roadmap across a multi-year horizon

Establish the programme governance and accountable executives

Secure necessary short and longer term funding

Initiate definition of clear policy and standards across the group

Communicate plans and intentions with senior oversight committees and regulators 
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A comprehensive range of capabilities & solutions to respond to key challenges

Deloitte Financial Crime offerings

In a complex and 
interconnected 
financial and 
economic 
environment, the 
pressure to tackle 
Financial Crime has 
never been greater, 
with strong 
expectations from 
both public opinion 
and authorities.

Market Abuse

Anti-money laundering

Counter terrorist financing

Economic Sanctions

Know Your Customer - KYC

Anti-Bribery & Corruption

Fraud

Comprehensive offerings to remediate, operate, improve or prepare for the future
of FinCrime

• strategic insights and response on Financial Crime risk exposure and assessment
across activities and geographies

• Design, implement, enhance and test Financial Crime programs

• Review and improve Target Operating Model for Financial Crime monitoring.

• Raise Awareness & Culture across businesses & functions

• Deploy Innovative approach and integrated solutions leveraging on AI, robotics
and Data & Analytics

• Combine Financial Crime & Cyber expertise in order to provide proactive and
reactive consulting, analytics, investigation services, and remediation of issues

• Managed & Outsourced Services with a combination of dedicated technologies
& capabilities from our Global & Regional Centre of Excellence

• Assist in responding to Authorities regulatory reports & requests, and 
remediation

Tax Evasion

Sc
o

p
e

In
d

u
st

ri
es

Capabilities & Solutions

• FSI

• Consumer

• TMT

• LSHC

• GPS

• ER&I
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